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n March 23, 2010, President
Obama signed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(“PPACA”), enacting what many consider
the most expansive social legislation in
decades. On June 28, 2012, the Supreme
Court upheld nearly all of PPACA’s provisions, some of which were effective
on enactment and others which will be
phased in through 2015.
Under PPACA, employers providing
healthcare coverage to their employees
must now:
• Ensure plan administrators provide a
uniform, written explanation of coverage notice to employees who enroll in
the plan. The document must summarize and explain the plan benefits and
coverage and comply with specific formatting requirements. Here is a template: http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/pdf/
SBCtemplate.pdf.
• Pay rebates to enrollees if more premiums were spent on paying administrative costs instead of claims. Large group
insurers (employers with 51 or more
employees, and as of January 1, 2016,
101 or more employees) must spend at
least 85 percent of premium dollars on
claims and activities to improve quality
of care. Small group insurers must spend
at least 80 percent of premium dollars in
that manner.
• Eliminate lifetime limits on “essential
health benefits” previously included in
the plan. Grandfathered plans are not
required to provide essential health
benefits, including ambulatory patient
services, emergency care, hospitalization, maternity care, prescription drugs,
and other similar services.
• Prohibit retroactive cancellation of
coverage, unless the individual fraudulently enrolled in the plan.
• Extend dependent coverage to children
up to 26 years old. Before 2014, a child
may not enroll in a grandfathered plan

if the child is eligible for group coverage outside the parent’s plan.
• Prohibit exclusion of coverage for individuals 19 years of age and younger
with pre-existing health conditions.
Group health plans in existence prior to
the enactment of PPACA are considered
grandfathered plans, and these include
employer-sponsored plans as well as selfinsured plans. Grandfathered plans do not
have to comply with some of the consumer protection provisions required by PPACA. For instance, grandfathered plans do
not have to provide enrollees with preventive services at no additional charge.
Grandfathered plans can lose their
“grandfathered” status if they reduce
benefits or increase costs to enrollees.
For instance, employers cannot decrease
the percent of premiums the employer
pays by more than 5 percent. Under certain circumstances, employers may switch
health plans and not lose their grandfathered status. If a plan loses its grandfathered status, it must comply with all of
PPACA’s provisions when the plan begins
a new plan year. A plan must disclose its
grandfathered status in materials describing the plan’s benefits, and must also provide contact information for questions
and complaints.
(continued on page 2)

Paying for
ObamaCare: Tax
Increases in 2013
By Dallas G. Thomsen
3.8% Surtax on Passive Income. Certain
individuals, estates, and
trusts will be required
to pay a Medicare
contribution tax on
(unearned) investment
income. A 3.8% surtax is imposed on the lesser of net investment income or the excess of the modified adjusted gross income over a certain
threshold amount.
0.9% Surtax on High Income Earners.
An additional 0.9% hospital insurance
tax applies to wages and self-employment
income received in excess of a defined
threshold.
$2,500 Cap for Flexible Spending Accounts. A healthcare flexible spending
account under a qualified cafeteria plan
may not allow more than $2,500 per year
for reimbursement of incurred medical
expenses of an employee.
Medical Deduction Floor Raised to 10%.
Currently, a taxpayer may deduct unreimbursed medical expenses to the extent
such medical expenses exceed 7.5% of the
taxpayer’s adjusted gross income. Starting
in 2013, the medical expense deduction
floor of 7.5% will be increased to 10% for
all taxpayers under the age of 65.
New Healthcare Insurance Fee. The issuer
of an accident and health insurance policy
or a sponsor of a self-insured health plan
will have to pay a fee equal to $1 multiplied by the average number of lives
covered by such policy or plan.
Compensation Deduction Limit. The
publicly-held corporation compensation
maximum deduction will be reduced
from $1,000,000 to $500,000.
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Employer Compliance With the New Health Care Law
(continued from page 1)
Other Provisions Affecting Employers
Effective Now:
• Employers with fewer than 25 employees that provide health insurance
may qualify for a tax credit of up to
35 percent (up to 25 percent for nonprofits) to offset the employer’s cost of
the insurance. The credit will increase
in 2014 to 50 percent (35 percent for
non-profits).
• Unless prescribed, over-the-counter
medications are no longer eligible
for reimbursement from a Flexible
Spending Account (“FSA”), Health
Savings Account (“HSA”), or Health
Reimbursement Account.
• Non-grandfathered plans must offer
contraceptive drugs or devices to female participants at no cost to the enrollee. Religious employers are exempt.
Starting in 2013:
• Employers with 250 or more employees must report the cost of employersponsored health plans in their employees’ W-2s. Both the employer’s and
the employee’s contributions must be
reported.

• Employees will be limited to contributing a maximum of $2,500 per plan
year to an FSA from their salaries.
• Employers must notify employees
regarding availability of health insurance exchanges (described below).
Starting in 2014:
• Health insurance exchanges will be established to allow small businesses to
compare health plans, enroll in new
plans, and find out if they are eligible
for certain tax credits.
• Employers with at least 50 full-time
employees, who do not have a grandfathered plan, must provide its employees
with a plan providing essential health
benefits or face a penalty.
• Plans (even grandfathered plans) may
not impose a waiting period of greater
than 90 days for newly-eligible employees.
• Deductibles under a non-grandfathered
plan are limited to $2,000 for single
coverage and $4,000 for dependent
coverage.
• Individuals may not be excluded based
on pre-existing health conditions.

More 2013 Scheduled
Income Tax Changes
Tax brackets:
(1) The 10% bracket disappears (the lowest bracket is 15%).
(2) The size of the 15% tax bracket for joint filers and qualified surviving spouses
is 167% (rather than 200%) of the 15% tax bracket for individual filers.
(3) The top four brackets rise from 25%, 28%, 33%, and 35% to 28%, 31%, 36%,
and 39.6%.
Capital Gains and Qualified Dividends: Long-term capital gain is taxed at a maximum
rate of 20% (18% for assets held more than five years). For lower-income taxpayers,
the maximum rate will be 10% (8% for assets held for more than five years). Dividends paid to individuals are taxed at the same rates that apply to ordinary income.
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Outside Salespeople and Noncompete
Agreements in Oregon
By Elizabeth A. Semler

Oregon has a unique statute governing
the validity of noncompete agreements
between employers and employees. A
noncompetition agreement is voidable
and may not be enforced unless:
(a) The employer gives the prospective
employee at least two weeks written
notice that a noncompete provision
is required as a condition of employment, or the noncompete is included
as part of a significant advancement
of an existing employee;
(b) The employee is a person described
in ORS 653.020(3);
(c) The employer has a protectable interest, meaning that the employee
has access to trade secrets, or has
access to competitively sensitive
confidential business or professional
information, including product development plans, product launch plans,
marketing strategy, or sales plans.
(d) The total amount of the employee’s
annual gross salary and commissions,
calculated on an annual basis at the
time of the employee’s termination,
exceeds the median family income for
a four-person family, as determined
by the U.S. Census Bureau for the
most recent year available at the time
of the employee’s termination.
The statute also limits the noncompete to no more than two years from the
date of the employee’s termination.
Subsection (b) of the statute limits
the category of employees who can validly enter into noncompetition agreements to those who are exempt from
minimum wage — employees who per-
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form predominantly intellectual, managerial, or creative tasks, who exercise discretion and independent judgment, and
who are paid on a salary basis. Under a
separate statute, “an individual engaged
in the capacity of an outside sales person
or taxicab operator” is also exempt from
minimum wage if they meet certain other
requirements.
Given the Oregon restrictions for noncompetition agreements, a bonus restriction agreement that includes both a confidentiality and a nonsolicitation provision
may be a better choice for some employers.
A bonus restriction agreement is defined as
an agreement in which:
(a) Competition by the employee with
the employer is limited or restrained
after termination of employment, but
the restraint is limited to a period of
time, a geographic area, and specified
activities, all of which are reasonable
in relation to the services;
(b) The services performed by the employee pursuant to the agreement
include substantial involvement in
management of the employer’s business, personal contact with customers,
and knowledge of customer requirements related to the employer’s business or knowledge of trade secrets or
other proprietary information of the
employer; and
(c) The penalty imposed on the employee
for competition against the employer
is limited to forfeiture of profit sharing or other bonus compensation that
has not yet been paid to the employee.
Where an employee’s responsibilities
and compensation model do not sup-

port the use of a bonus restriction agreement, an employer can still gain a measure
of protection by using a non-solicitation
agreement that prohibits use of the employer’s confidential and proprietary information and prevents an employee from
soliciting the employer’s customers and
other employees. This type of agreement
does not prohibit employees from working for a competitor; it simply limits what
employees can do at their new job. Nonsolicitation agreements must be narrowly
tailored to avoid being re-characterized as
noncompetition agreements.
Section(3) was added to ORS 653.295
in 2008 to specifically limit the class of
employees who could be restrained from
competing with their former employers.
Since its enactment, there have been no
cases reported on the application of the
law to outside salespersons, nor has there
been any information to suggest a change
to the statute to include outside salespersons in the class of employees subject
to non-competition agreements. Until
changes are made, employers should approach entry into employment contracts
with outside salespeople with caution,
and note that noncompetition with such
employees, unless they are otherwise exempt, may be void and not enforceable.
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Avoiding Costly Lender Liability Claims
By Victor J. Roehm

The recent $75 million judgment
against a credit union in Georgia (later
settled by the parties prior to appeal)
has raised the stakes for lender liability. Making the judgment all the more
remarkable was that it was delivered in
a bench trial, rather than a jury trial.
Lender liability claims have experienced
a comeback since the recession started,
and decisions like the Delta Community Credit Union case may encourage
other borrowers to consider litigation.
There is no specific claim for “lender
liability”. Rather, the phrase refers to a
diverse number of claims where a borrower sues its lender based on a variety
of legal theories (including contract
and tort). Some of the more common
lender liability claims are those based on
breach of contract (particularly for failure to fully fund a loan or refusing to
honor a loan commitment), fraud, bad
faith, breach of a fiduciary duty, and equitable subordination, but lender liability claims have also been brought under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response Compensation and Liability
Act of 1980 (i.e., CERCLA), Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
Act, and for aiding and abetting in securities fraud.
Some common fact patterns lend
themselves to lender liability claims.
These include:
• Failure of the lender to honor a request
for funds or to grant an extension option
where borrower has met the conditions
under the loan documents or lender has
imposed additional conditions not set
forth in the documents.
• Lender’s substitution of its business
judgment for that of its borrower.
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• Misrepresentations by the lender of the
business deal in the loan documents.
• Oral or informal written (e.g. email)
promises to forbear from exercising remedies, providing financing, or
modifying the terms under which financing will be provided.
• Attempting to foreclose on collateral
where there has not been a material
breach in a material covenant.
In most instances lender liability claims
can be avoided by following some very
basic advice and engaging counsel at key
points in the lending relationship. What’s
more, it may require minimal additional
efforts to avoid costly and time-consuming litigation arising from lender liability.
Lenders should consider the following:
• Require what is in your loan documents
– no more, no less. Lenders get into
some of the biggest issues when they
start adding conditions to those spelled
out in the four corners of the document
or when they consistently fail to act as
the documents suggest they will during
the course of the lending relationship. If
you are going to accelerate a loan, exercise remedies, or refuse a draw request,
do so only when you have a basis to do
so set forth in your loan documents. If
you are not going to immediately exercise remedies, preserve those remedies
by formally documenting defaults in a
reservation of rights letter.
• Be their lender, not their business partner.
It is tempting for lenders to provide advice to a struggling debtor, even more
so if the subject is the lender’s collateral.
However, too much control leads to
claims of equitable subordination and
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contractual interference and can also
lead to claims of third parties. Remember, until you foreclose, it is your borrower’s asset. Refer all inquiries about
sales back to your borrower. If there are
sufficient concerns about the operations
of the business, and the circumstances
and loan documents permit, consider a
court-appointed receiver.
• Give the borrower time. Make sure your
borrower has time to review the loan
documents (including modifications
and forbearance agreements) and consult legal counsel if they so choose. This
ended up being an important consideration in a recent Kentucky appellate
case which overturned a $10,000,000
jury verdict.
• Avoid informal promises to lend or to
modify the terms of the loan documents.
This is particularly important when it
becomes clear that the loan is in trouble.
One way to deal with this, to the benefit
of both parties, is to enter into a “preworkout agreement.” A properly drafted
pre-workout agreement will allow the
borrower and lender to talk freely about
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Lender liability
(continued from page 4)
a potential workout of the loan, while
also making it clear that a workout is not
final until it is formally documented in
a signed, written workout agreement.
This agreement should also make it clear
who will be the designated agent(s) for
each party to avoid a situation where a
low-level employee inadvertently binds
the lender.
• Be clear in your documentation. Make
sure your documents reflect the business
deal and your credit approval documentation. If you are requiring a waiver or
release of claims, be particularly clear
about this and make sure these provisions are obvious in your documentation—bold and all capital letters if
necessary. This was another factor in
the recent Branch Banking and Trust
Company case which helped the lender
overturn the jury verdict.
• Consult counsel if you are considering exercising remedies. This is the one time
where you may find that you need to do
something more or less than what your
documents provide. This may mean
that even if your loan documents permit
exercising a remedy without notice, you
nonetheless send a notice to the borrower, or it may mean you do not proceed with a foreclosure because, while a
default exists, under the governing law of
the state where the property is located,
foreclosure is not available for the specific type of default, such as a default in
a non-material covenant. There may be
legal and strategic reasons to forego a
claim under a guaranty or to delay doing
so. Your attorney can greatly help with
these matters.
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The Inefficiency of NonJudicial Foreclosures
By Laurie R. Hager

The scenario is familiar. A lender
makes a loan secured by real property.
The borrower defaults. The lender seeks
to foreclose the trust deed to sell the real
property. Should the lender foreclose
non-judicially through a trustee’s sale or
judicially through a lawsuit followed by
a sheriff ’s sale?
As long as the real property collateral is
not the borrower’s primary residence, the
lender could have the right to collect any
deficiency against the borrower and any
guarantor in judicial foreclosure, which
right is not available under a trustee’s
sale. Notwithstanding, lenders often view
the judicial foreclosure remedy as less favorable because the process generally
takes longer and the property remains
encumbered by the borrower’s right to

re-purchase the property after it is sold at
the sheriff ’s sale. In Washington, the redemption rights can encumber property
for more than a year after the sale.
With foreclosures still on the rise,
Oregon and Washington have enacted
additional borrower protections. For example, Washington now requires trustees
to meet strict qualifications to foreclose a
trust deed, and Oregon and Washington
generally require extensive mediation
and loan modification procedures before
a trustee’s sale of residential property.
Also, recent court decisions in Oregon
and Washington, that held MERS cannot be a beneficiary under a deed of
trust, have created potential roadblocks
for non-judicial foreclosures.
These laws and decisions have also
given borrowers more fodder to challenge the validity of a trustee’s sale. Now,
more than ever, borrowers have been filing lawsuits trying to stop non-judicial
foreclosures. Even though many of these
lawsuits are not successful, they challenge
the notion that the “non-judicial” procedure of a trustee’s sale is any more efficient than a judicial foreclosure. Lenders
who wish to proceed with a trustee’s sale
may be advised to seek the court’s prior
approval. Alternatively, lenders may find
judicial foreclosure the simpler process.
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legal neWs
ParTner nena CooK earns
PosiTion in The november
runoff for an oPen seaT on
The oregon suPreme CourT
Sussman Shank LLP congratulates
our Partner, Nena Cook, for earning
a position in the November runoff
election for a seat
on the Oregon
Supreme Court.
With most of the
ballots counted, it
appears that Nena
will face Judge
Richard Baldwin
in the upcoming
November election. Cook is
ahead with 37.27 percent, and Baldwin
is next with 31.48 percent.
“With this outcome, Oregon voters
have said that they value the diverse
experience that I would bring to the
Supreme Court,” says Cook. “I look
forward to carrying that message
through to November as I talk with
voters around the state.”
Nena worked tirelessly throughout
the campaign, meeting with community
leaders, labor and business organizations,
and countless Oregonians.
Ms. Cook is a trial attorney with
more than 20 years of experience. Her
practice focuses on complex business
disputes, appellate law and professional
liability defense.

emPloymenT grouP launChes
emPloymenT blog
Sussman Shank LLP is pleased to
announce the launch of its employment
law blog. The blog will
provide employers,
human resources professionals, and managers
with information about
recent developments in
employment law, court
and administrative decisions of interest,
and insight and analysis of laws and
regulations that impact employers and
employees.
The blog, created by members of
the firm’s employment practice group,
is located at: employmentlaw.sussmanshank.com. A link to the blog is available
on the firm’s website.
The Sussman Shank Employment Law
Group is dedicated to providing practical
advice that is responsive to your needs.
Our lawyers are experienced in all aspects
of employment law, from day-to-day
advice to complex employment litigation.
We have the dedication, experience, and
resources to assist clients with issues
related to hiring, discipline, and
termination of employees; drafting and
implementation of employment policies
and contracts; training and internal
investigations; and alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) and litigation.

happy 50th
Wedding anniversary
barry and barbara Caplan
August 5, 2012
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100 besT green ComPanies To
WorK for
For the fourth consecutive year,
Oregon Business magazine has named
Sussman
Shank LLP
as one of the
2012 “100
Best Green
Companies to
Work for in
Oregon.” This
ranking recognizes companies and nonprofits who approach their daily work
with sustainable practices and have
implemented a variety of green policies.
The annual green survey was part of
the 100 Best Companies and 100 Best
Nonprofits surveys conducted last year.
Nearly 20,000 employees from 431
companies and nonprofits ranked their
satisfaction with their company’s green
practices and commitment.
2012 100 besT ComPanies To
WorK for in oregon
Sussman Shank LLP is proud to
be recognized by Oregon Business
Magazine’s “100 Best Companies to
Work for in Oregon.” The firm ranked as
the 26th Best
Medium Sized
Company to
Work for in
Oregon and
was one of a
handful of law
firms to make
the top 100.
This is the seventh year Sussman Shank
has been recognized with this distinction.
Statewide, more than 14,000 employees
from 263 Oregon-based companies
participated in the publication’s 19th
annual survey. To be considered for the
list, companies must have at least 20
percent of their employees complete a
confidential survey and the employer
completes a benefits survey.
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sussman shanK in The CommuniTy
sussman shanK is CommiTTeD To aCTively ParTiCiPaTing anD giving baCK
To organiZaTions WiTh WorThWhile Causes ThroughouT The year.

hearT healThy monTh
february 2012

sT. anDreW legal CliniC raCe for JusTiCe
June 2012

For two years and running,
the firm has focused on raising awareness of heart health
and overall healthy employees
throughout the month of February. The activities this year
included tips, events, and presentations related to walking,
biking, fitness, healthy eating, and stress management. Nearly
50 members of the firm participated in a two-week long
pedometer challenge and competition among peers. It is recommended that you should take at least 10,000 steps a day!

For years, Sussman Shank has
been entering a team in the
annual St. Andrew Legal Clinic
(SALC) “Race for Justice.” This
year, over 20 Sussman Shank
employees, friends, and family
participated in the 12th annual
Race for Justice on June 16th.
The race raises money for SALC, which has been providing
legal services to low income people with family law needs
since 1979. The race supports SALC’s efforts to provide justice for all. This year, a total of $153,000 was raised!

reaCh The beaCh
may 2012
For the seventh consecutive
year, Team Sussman Shank
LLP participated in the “Reach
the Beach” bicycle ride to support the American Lung Association on Saturday, May 19th.
A total of 12 riders biked 55 miles from Amity to Pacific City,
Oregon, raising awareness and money for the American Lung
Association. A large group of Sussman Shank supporters, including staff, family, and friends, also participated by driving rider
support vehicles, preparing an end-of-ride barbeque, and cheering on the riders. The firm matched all donations, helping the
team raise over $1,800. Reach the Beach is the largest annual
fundraising event for the American Lung Association of Oregon.

loaves & fishes meals on heels
all year
Once a week, throughout the
entire year, volunteers from
Sussman Shank deliver meals
to the elderly in need. The
Meals on Wheels effort is just
one way we help and give
back to the community right
in downtown Portland.
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PaWs for a Cause To benefiT
ParKinson’s Disease
July 2012
Sussman Shank used a homemade
Cinco de Mayo feast to raise money
for Parkinson’s disease. The firm then
donated the fundraising proceeds to,
and participated in, the Paws for a
Cause event on July 14th. The annual benefit dog walk is sponsored
by OHSU and supports research and care
programs for its Parkinson’s Center.

sChoolhouse suPPlies
september 2012
For three years, Sussman Shank
has been involved with the Schoolhouse Supplies Tools for Schools
program. This year, we partnered
with Umpqua Bank to sponsor
Marysville School in Portland, Oregon. Volunteers from both
Sussman Shank and Umpqua Bank assembled and stuffed a
total of 496 backpacks with enough school supplies to last
each student the entire year. Volunteers also distributed the
filled backpacks to the students on the first day of school.
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